Host Trish2 says:
Last week on the Tal-War.....
Host Trish2 says:
The Tal-War and her crew came upon a vessel in distress and met Jonathon Fuller of the Fuller Entertainment Company. The CO invited him to dinner during repairs to his ship, where a few of the crew got to ask Mr Fuller about his game.
CSO_Asmodeius (~CSO_Asmod@actdnet-10367D2A.bois.uswest.net) has joined the conversation.
Host Trish2 says:
Meanwhile, engineering teams have been transported over to the 'Simple Entertainment' to effect repairs to the impulse and warp drives of the civillian yacht.
Host Trish2 says:
We open mission with the CO, CTO and CSO in the Lounge.... continuing their talk with Mr Fuller.
Host Trish2 says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission 'Simple Entertainment'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Trish2 is now known as Fuller.
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: sitting in the lounge carefully watching Fuller::
FCO_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::
CO_O`Guinn says:
::sitting in the louge talking to Fuller::
OPS_B`lee says:
::at his station on the bridge::
Host Fuller says:
::looks a bit dissapointed at the CO and his lack of curiosity:: CO: Truly... the Orb of History can be quite entertaining...
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller: So where are you heading from here once your ship is repaired.
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: do you mind if i scan it?
FCO_Shania says:
::listening to the latest report of the engineering team::
XO_Cook says:
::in his office finishing up his paperwork when his yeoman informs him it is time to go meet the CO and others in the lounge::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: at tactical, monitoring the yacht ::
OPS_B`lee says:
::keeping in contact with the engineering team on the yacht::
XO_Cook says:
::stands and starts making his way to the lounge::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Examines the device while waiting for Fuller to answer::
Host Fuller says:
CTO: I'd rather you did not, for there is my patend that is pending. I'd hate for blue prints to wind up in the arms of my competetors.. If it was harmful, the transporters would have deactivated it on its way over.
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: still, my race once tried to take over the Federation using a game. you can never be too careful. and you have my assurance that the results of my scan will never leave this room
OPS_B`lee says:
::receives the latest report:: *CO*: Captain, I'm sorry to interrupt but I have a report from the engineering team.
XO_Cook says:
::after a few mins of walking and taking various TL, he reaches the lounge door and enters the rooom::
Host Fuller says:
CTO: This game has already been certified as not being dangerous. ::hands him a PADD with all the paperwork on it::
XO_Cook says:
::moves over to where the group is setting::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: looks over the PADD:: Fuller: thanks
CO_O`Guinn (~actdmark@13146B1D.3DB6FCF4.10343F3C.IP) has left the conversation.
Host Fuller says:
::sees the new arrival and stands up:: XO: Hello, I am Jonathon Fuller.
OPS_B`lee says:
::receives the latest report:: *XO*: Captain, I'm sorry to interrupt but I have a report from the engineering team.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Turns it over and over looks at the construction::
XO_Cook says:
Fuller: Greetings, I am Commander Cook
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: leans towards the CSO and whispers:: CSO: what do you think?
TimS (schols_tim@actdnet-28510D9C.landg1.lb.home.nl) has joined the conversation.
Host Fuller says:
XO: Nice to meet you ::reaches out ot shake his hand::
CO_O`Guinn (~actdmark@A8A7DA2.D2CDCDC6.10343F3C.IP) has joined the conversation.
XO_Cook says:
::shakes Fullers hand::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Whispers:: CTO: He is on the level as far as he means. He is not lying so i don't see any harm.
OPS_B`lee says:
::receives no response from either the Captain or the Executive Officer and grows concerned:: Computer: Locate Captain O'Guinn and Commander Cook!
XO_Cook says:
*OPS* I am not the captian, but I will let him know you have a report ready for him
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Opens the devise::
OPS_B`lee says:
::finally receives a response:: Computer: Belay that order...
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
*OPS*: What do the engineers have?
OPS_B`lee says:
*CO/XO*: The engineering team reports that they are working on the yacht's warp drive and should have it fixed within the hour.
XO_Cook says:
::looks at the device as the CSO opens it:: ~~~CSO: May I ask why you are opening that?~~~
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: still whispering::  CSO: hmm, i still think caution is the best aproach
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
*OPS*: Acknowledged keep me posted.
Host Fuller says:
ACTION:  The box emits a green glow.... spilling forth.... as the CSO opens the box it is pointed at the CO
CSO_Asmodeius says:
~~~CTO: Have to see if there is any danger that he does not know of and this is the best way to find out.~~~
Host Fuller says:
INFO: You find yourselves outdoors under a leaden grey sky full of clouds threatening rain.  You are in a square, open topped boat which is pitching and slamming its way through a rough sea.  The metal sides of the boat rise up on all sides of you, preventing a view of the surroundings.
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: pulls out phaser::
XO_Cook says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Now you have done it
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
Self: What in all that is ::stops himself looking around.
Host Fuller says:
INFO: All around you, crowded together, are human males.  They are dressed alike, clad in green jackets, pants and shirts.  They wear metal helmets on their heads and carry primitive projectile throwing weapons like rifles and machine guns.  Several are being noisily sick to their stomachs, sea sick from the pitching craft.
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: looks at the pistol::  Fuller: what's going on here?
XO_Cook says:
<change CTO to XO in CSO's last>
Host Fuller says:
INFO: The men seem not to notice you and you all see that you are clad as they are, with heavy packs on your backs and belts about your waists.  The CO and XO carry wicked looking sub-machine guns and the rest carry long rifles.  You note that yourselves and the soldiers around you bear different marks of rank on their clothing.
Host Fuller says:
but you do not know their meaning.
OPS_B`lee says:
::finds the Operations Console in front of him replaced by a radio pack strapped to his back and looks around confusedly at all the Terrans around him::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
ALL: Report.
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: what's going on?!
Host Fuller says:
Action: Suddenly, a voice from above and behind you rises above the roar of the laboring combustion engine propelling the craft.  "Well?  Whataya think?  Pretty good huh?"  A laughing Fuller grins from a seated perch atop the low wheelhouse at the stern of the boat.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@All: What the, where are we?
TO_MacAllister says:
:: looks around shocked as the surroundings change::
XO_Cook says:
::looks at the primitve weopan in his hands:: CO: Well it would seem, the CSO activated that box when he opened it ::gives the CSO a look that says he will speak to him later about playing with things he doesnt understand::
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: if we're shot what happens?
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::turns looking at Fuller:: CTO: Mr Bost`k get fuller down here.... NOW!
OPS_B`lee says:
CO: Right here, Captain! ::waves to O'Guinn::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: moves over to Fuller and attempts to drag him from his seat::]
TO_MacAllister says:
:: finds a rifle and a large backpack on his shoulders::
Host Fuller says:
Action: Suddenly, Fuller's head explodes in a crimson spray and his lifeless body rolls backward off the wheelhouse and dissappears into the ocean astern.  The pitch of the engine changes and now you can hear the thump of artillery, the flat metallic sound as bullets hit the sides of your craft and the splash of water as it geysers up near you(more
CTO_Bost`k says:
<edit out ]>
OPS_B`lee says:
::becomes violently ill and vomits on the back of the man in front of him::
Host Fuller says:
(c)propelled by mortar rounds.
TO_MacAllister says:
:: looks away from OPS, trying not to vomit himself::
CTO_Bost`k says:
TO: get over here
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@::Dives down to the bottom of the ship::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CSO: You have 5 minutes to figure out how to get us back to the ship.
XO_Cook says:
::sees the B'lee vomiting all over the place:: OPS: Lt. are you going to be okay
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: On it sir.
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
ALL: Till we can get back to the ship stay out of the way.... and don't do anything to change history.
Host Fuller says:
Action: The boat continues to rock
OPS_B`lee says:
::glares at Cook just knowing this is all his fault::
OPS_B`lee says:
CTO: No one's driving the boat ... get up there and turn this thing around!
TO_MacAllister says:
:: grabs his rifle and tries to load it with the boat rocking the way it is::
CTO_Bost`k says:
OPS: if we turn we'll become an easy target sir
OPS_B`lee says:
CTO: Either way, drive the frickin' boat!
Host Fuller says:
Action: The coxwain in the wheelhouse yells out the open window. "God be with you!"  As the craft bumps to a stop and the front of the boat falls forward, becoming a ramp.
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: climbs up and attempts to drive the boat::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Looks around for the devise but doesn't see it anywhere::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::grabs up his M1:: ALL: Lets look like we belong here.
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: if we stay in here we'll be killed for sure, i suggest getting to the beach and finding cover!
Host Fuller says:
Action: The people around the Sr Staff start charging out of the boat....
OPS_B`lee says:
::wonders how the Captain suggest he 'look like he belongs' when he's the only Bajoran on a planet of Terrans prior to first contact with an alien race:: CO: Right! Look like I belong ... ummm..
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Grabs the Rifle that he see's near by and follows the CO::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: quickly scans the view in front of the ship and charges out, taking cover::
OPS_B`lee says:
::gets trampled::
CTO_Bost`k says:
TO: keep with the CO, don't lose him!
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CTO: Do it.... I don't want to lose anyone to this damn game
XO_Cook says:
::moves closer to the Captain::  CO: Do you have any idea of what moment in time this is?
OPS_B`lee says:
::jumps into the water and is immediately pulled below the water level by the heavy radio on his back::
Host Fuller says:
INFO: Ahead of you you see a bare strip of beach, criss-crossed with barbed wire, metal obstacles and flying sand thrown up by bullets and explosions.  In the near distance, dominating he beach are steep cliffs atop which sit concrete blockhouses with emplaced guns wich spit fire, lead and death down upon you and the other boats now reaching shore.
TO_MacAllister says:
CTO: Aye sir! ::running for the CO::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: charges off the boat, staying low, and runs for the nearest anti tank blokade::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::pulls back the cocking lever of his tommy gun and heads off the boat keeping low
TO_MacAllister says:
::looking for where the incoming fire is coming from, then returning fire::
Host Fuller says:
INFO: The place is Southern France on Earth.  The date is June 6th, 1944; D-Day, And ahead of you is a strip of sand which will be remembered as one of the bloodiest pieces of ground in human history.  Omaha Beach.
XO_Cook says:
::moves with the captain::
OPS_B`lee says:
::struggles to get the radio off his back as he sinks to the bottom of the English channel::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Sir if it is like a Holo deck we will have to find the Device in order to get out. In the mean time we will have to follow the program and hope we find it in route.
Host Fuller says:
Action: the TO's fire kills a man in a grey uniform
OPS_B`lee says:
::pulls out his k-bar knife and cuts into the straps of his pack finally freeing himself and bobbing back to the water surface gulping for air::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: dives behind cover and looks around for the others::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: see's the man fall and turns to fire on the next grey uniformed man who happens to be firing in his direction::
Dr_Jay (CheeseNinj@actdnet-CD59CFD.as15444.net) has joined the conversation.
OPS_B`lee says:
::begins heading for the beach as quickly as possible recognizing that the men around him are being shot and killed::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::finds cover looking around for his crew:: CSO: Any luck?
Host Fuller says:
Action: many people, dying getting shot drowning....
OPS_B`lee says:
::realizes that in the water he's lost not only his radio but all his weapons and, as he arrives at the sandy beach, begins to grab weapons and ammunition off the dead men around him::
XO_Cook says:
::keeps low:: CSO: How do you suppose finding that device in all of this?
Dr_Jay is now known as MO_Hassmat.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: No sir not yet it might be in one of those gun implacements sir. ::points to the Massive gun implacements::
OPS_B`lee says:
::grabs a rifle and slams an ammunition clip home an instant before taking a round in the helmet and falling back onto the sand flat on his back::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: motions for B'lee to come over to the cover::
Host Fuller says:
Action: the Sr Staff all get safely to the beach
CSO_Asmodeius says:
@XO: It should be at our objective since this is supposed to be like a game sir.
XO_Cook says:
::stops and thinks for a moment:: CO/CSO: well if this is a game, then it must have some kind of ending, maybe if we win the game we will be returned to the Tal-War
MO_Hassmat says:
::looks around worriedly and dashes forward out of this crude boat thing, ducking behind a large piece of debris on the beach:: Self: What on earth is going on?
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
XO: Report!
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: turns and fires at the gun enplacement ahead::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CTO: Do you think we can get to those gun implacements?
TO_MacAllister says:
:: reloads his rifle and resumes firing::
OPS_B`lee says:
::shakes his head, dazed, and blinks several times finding that he still has the rifle in his hands. Rolls over and starts to crawl towards Bost'k::
MO_Hassmat says:
::looks down at himself, the green army clothes and the med kit hanging from his shoulder:: Self: At least I feel like im at home...
XO_Cook says:
::wonders what exactly the CO wants him to report on:: XO: Sir, I am not well versed in History, but from the looks of things I would say we are in one of the battles of Earth's war world II,
MO_Hassmat says:
::crouches lower and crawls over to the group of people nearby::
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: it'll be a risky journey sir. however, once we're there it will be harder for tem to shoot us
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::aims his tommy gently squeezing the trigger in short burst::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CTO: Lets do it then.
Host Fuller says:
Action: A few more men in grey uniforms fall over
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: looks around the floor for a sniper rifle::
MO_Hassmat says:
CO/XO: Sirs, whats going on?
OPS_B`lee says:
::pushes himself behind some kind of big metal X barricade and tries to breath as he pulls off his helmet briefly to look at the rather large dent the bulelt made::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
MO: We'll explain shortly lad... but for now keep you head down.
OPS_B`lee says:
::puts the helmet back on:: All: I think these guys are trying to kill us!
Host Fuller says:
Action: As the FCO moves up the beach, a line of whistling lead intersects her path.  FCO is slammed over sideways in a red spray to land in the sand, moving feebly.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Fires at the Troops in grey from behind the barracade::
MO_Hassmat says:
CO: ::nods:: is there anyone wounded? I dont know how useful this kit is, but its all we appear to have
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: i suggest we fire off a machine gun while some of us head to that cover  :: points::
MO_Hassmat says:
::turns to see the FCO fall to the ground and starts crawling towards her, keeping low to the ground and ducking behind anything he can:: FCO: Are you alright? Can you hear me?
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: sees the FCO and runs out to drag her to cover::
XO_Cook says:
MO: Well that kit is all you have, it will have to be usefull. Do you know how to use those instruments that are in it?
TO_MacAllister says:
:: lays down some suppressing fire on the gun emplacement::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CTO: I'll cover you and Mr. Macallister go.
Host Fuller says:
Action: CSO kills a man in grey uniform. Several people in green fall over from various forms of 'lead poisoning'
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::pops his head out aiming at the nearest grey uniform and fires::
MO_Hassmat says:
::crouches next to the FCO and searches through his aid bag:: FCO: Can you hear me? ::looks over her body in the sand, checking for wounds manually seeing as he doesnt have a tricorder::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: drags the FCO back::   CO: aye sir   :: leaves FCO with the MO and prepares to move up the beach::
XO_Cook says:
::pops up and aims his gun and fires, the gun force catches him be surprise, but keeps firing anyway::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: reloads::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Provides cover fire for the CTO::
CTO_Bost`k says:
TO: come with me, we're going to that cover over there  :: points::
Host Fuller says:
Action: CO gets another one, and they make their way to a place of soft cover,
OPS_B`lee says:
::starts shooting up at the weapons emplacements with his M1 not really knowing how effective it will be::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: folows the CTO, still firing on the gun emplacement::
MO_Hassmat says:
::checks the FCO's leg from behind their cover, probing it gently with his fingers to check if the bullet is still lodged inside::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: runs to the cover and drops down behind it::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::empties his clip quickly ejects and slaps home a fresh clip opens fire once again::
XO_Cook says:
::unloads some rounds as he fires, and moves to another location with the CO::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: starts laying down covering fire for the others::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::After emptying his clip he slaps in another clip::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: drops in beside the CTO and resumes firing on the emplacement::
MO_Hassmat says:
::curses and checks in his bag, looking for a knife, bandages and preferably some painkillers::
OPS_B`lee says:
::trying to keep up with the CO as he moves and quickly running out of ammunition::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Then follows the CTO and fires on the run::
XO_Cook says:
::has to to reload his gun with another clip, and then begains firing again::
MO_Hassmat says:
::pulls out a syringe, scowling at the crude device as he fills it with morphine and wincing as he jabs it home into the FCO's leg:: FCO: I'm really sorry...
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::moves up the beach firing on the move::
Host Fuller says:
Action: incoming mortar round near the postion of the crew, sends sand and shrapnel flying
james (~actdjames@host.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.
MO_Hassmat says:
::pulls the needle out and drops it back in his bag safetly before pulling out a sharp knife::
XO_Cook says:
::dives to take cover of the incoming shrapnel::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: reloads rifle and looks ahead from cover::
Host Fuller says:
Action: Bullets spray all around the CO as he moves to another spot of soft cover 10 yards closer to the  bunker (now 40 feet away)
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Falls to the ground due to the explosion but gets right back up and runs to the CTO while firing ::
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: sir, i have a plan!
MO_Hassmat says:
::ducks from the shrapnel and apologises once more to the FCO, checking the position of the bullet with his fingers before digging the knife into the wound quickly, flicking the bullet out along with::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::dives under cover ejecting the spent mag and slamming home a fresh one::
OPS_B`lee says:
::lands up against a berm of sand and uses it for cover::
XO_Cook says:
::takes off after the CO, firing at the grey shirts as he goes.  Dives for cover next to the CO::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: continues laying down covering fire::
MO_Hassmat says:
::drops the knife and pulls out a sterile pad and some bandages, placing the pad over the wound and quickly wrapping it up tight with the bandages::
Host Fuller says:
INFO: XO is hit by pieces of shrapnel across his chest and abdomen.  He feel the impacts first as hammer blows then finds himself lying on his side in the soft sand.
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::looks at the XO moving quickly to him:: MO: MEDIC!
MO_Hassmat says:
::turns and looks to the XO, dragging the FCO over with him, ducking under all the cover:: XO: Commander! Can you hear me?
XO_Cook says:
::the pain over comes him, and he can't help but project part of it outwards with his mind.  Blood is pouring from his chest::
XO_Cook says:
::looks at the MO and tries to talk but blood comes out of his mouth when he does::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Feels the XO's pain and heads for him::
CTO_Bost`k says:
TO: cover me, i'm heading to the bunker.
OPS_B`lee says:
::tries to lay down some covering fire as the others tend to the XO::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CTO: Take that bunker NOW! ::points towards the bunker::
TO_MacAllister says:
::doubles his fire on the grey shirts::
Host Fuller says:
Action: As the CSO moves across the beach he too is shot
XO_Cook says:
::his vision dims and the pain goes away, he knows he isn't breathing but something tells him he isnt dead.::
MO_Hassmat says:
::leaves the FCO behind a large piece of debris and crouches beside the XO, checking the wounds carefully::
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: on my way sir!  :: runs from cover in a zig zag pattern towards the bunker, keeping low::
TO_MacAllister says:
::covers the CTO::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets thrown to the ground and wonders why. Tries to get back up but finds he no longer has the strength too::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::opens fire at the closes grey shirt::
XO_Cook says:
::his paluse stops and he stops breahing, he lays their lifeless on the soft sand::
Host Fuller says:
Action: The CSO's leg is severed and he gets shot several more times as he tries to cross the sand
MO_Hassmat says:
::checks the XO's pulse as he watches his head fall sideways, looking down sadly when he feels no pulse:: CO: Captain! The Commander is dead...
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: drops down at the foot of the bunker and pulls 2 grenades from pack::
OPS_B`lee says:
::can't believe the holodeck just killed the XO, continues to fire at the gun emplacements::
Host Fuller says:
Action: The crew come to the bottom of the bunker
MO_Hassmat says:
::makes sure the FCO is safe behind the debris and crouches low, heading for the CTO as he watches him fall::
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Feels more hits then everthing goes black::
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: pulls out the pins and counts to 3 before throwing them into the slot at the front of the bunker::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: fires at a pair of greyshirts running over the top of the bank::
MO_Hassmat says:
<CTO = CSO>
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: covers head::
MO_Hassmat says:
::crouches down next to the CSO and checks the pulse, hoping for a heartbeat::
Host Fuller says:
Action: CO's fire downs another grey uniformed man, but he also catches the CO in return fire....
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::falls back grabbing at his wound
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: wonders why the grenades haven't blown yet::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
<::>
Host Fuller says:
Action: As the CO is shot in the heart, the scene fades and everything returns to normal.... everyone is back on the bridge or in the lounge, looking dazed and confused.
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::glares around the room his eyes searching for Fuller::
XO_Cook says:
::stands in the lounge, and immedently touches his chest and then looks at the rest of the people in the lounge::
OPS_B`lee says:
::finds his M1 replaced by a PADD and looks around in confusion again::
MO_Hassmat says:
::finds himself crouching on the floor of sickbay and stands up quickly, tapping his comm badge:: CO: Captain, I just had a very strange experience...
Host james (~actdjames@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.
Host Fuller says:
::sees the CO's expression at the table and figures he is in big trouble::
TO_MacAllister says:
:: finds himself crouched behind his console::
Host Fuller says:
<edit ** for MO>
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
MO: I think you will find we all did.
CTO_Bost`k says:
:: looks at the CSO::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
Fuller: Is that your idea of a GAME?!
MO_Hassmat says:
*CO*: Is everyone with you alright? No-one is dead?
OPS_B`lee says:
::sees Shania back at the flight control console:: FCO: What just happened?
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
<*MO*>
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: we could have had some warning
FCO_Shania says:
OPS: I don't know
Host Fuller says:
CO: Well um.. I did not have the opprotunity to set it up properly... but there's no harm done...
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
*MO*: I think you will find that we are all sound now.
MO_Hassmat says:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Captain
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller: You might have warned us just exactly how this was going and what the objective was.
Host Fuller says:
CTO: Under normal circumstances I have the devices set up in a booth.... I had no idea it could effect so many people
Host Fuller says:
CSO: I told you it is a random occurance
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: i have to say though, that was quite impressive.
Host Fuller says:
CTO: It is isn't it? :;smiles with a little pride::
XO_Cook says:
Fuller/CTO: I found nothing about what just happen impressive or amusing
TO_MacAllister says:
::picks himself up and dusts himself off, noticing he's back in a Starfleet uniform::
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: but we could have done that on a holo deck
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
XO: Confiscate that thing.
Host Fuller says:
CTO: Yes... ::looks at the CO and the XO:: Hey!
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller: That you did but you should have a kill switch built into it or something other then one's owen death.
XO_Cook says:
::nods and picks up the device makign sure not to touching anything::
MO_Hassmat says:
::shakes his head and gets back to work. The equipment doesnt look after itself:: Self: Just another day on the Tal-War, I suppose...
TO_MacAllister says:
::looks to OPS and FCO, wondering what just happened::
CTO_Bost`k says:
Fuller: and there it would have been more structured. what's so special about your device?
Host Fuller says:
XO/CO: This wasn't my fault... he opened it... ::points at the CSO::
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
CSO: I want a full report ready to go to SFC by 1800 hours tomorrow on that game and the effects.
XO_Cook says:
::hands the CSO the device:: CSO: This time do not open it
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
Fuller: I will not have that thing endangering Federation Civilians or SF personnel
Host Fuller says:
CTO: Because it uses racial memories... it is more portable than a holodeck
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller That i did but it had an area affect which should not be there.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.
Host Fuller says:
CSO: Well if I had been able to set up the booths and so forth... it would have not had such a far reaching effect.
CTO_Bost`k says:
XO: sir, in my opinion the only dangerous thing about the game is its ability to affect so many people
MO_Hassmat (CheeseNinj@actdnet-CD59CFD.as15444.net) has left the conversation.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Takes the Device and gets up::
Host Fuller says:
::looks upset::
XO_Cook says:
CTO: what about safe guards, could they be turned off and thus becoming a weopan?
Host Fuller says:
XO: that's the beauty of the thing... it is all in your head.... no safe guards to worry about
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller: You should have a range discriminator on it.
CTO_Bost`k says:
XO: acording to the papers i was given the device is harmless. there is no evidence that the safe gaurds could be turned off.
Host Fuller says:
CSO: Normally it is set up in a 10x10 booth... and only effects the people in the booth
XO_Cook says:
XO: Mr. Fuller, I hate to disagree, as a psychoglist I have to say the things that happen in your head can have lasting mental effects on a peson
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
Fuller: Until SFC determines that it is safe to use the game now belongs to them.
CTO_Bost`k says:
XO: in my opinion the device is less dangerous then a holo deck
Host Fuller says:
CTO: It ends when it ends.
Mason (Mason@actdnet-1B496C12.owb.bellsouth.net) has joined the conversation.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
Fuller: what if the subject has a bad heart? Then what you give the family a refund.
Mason (Mason@actdnet-1B496C12.owb.bellsouth.net) has left the conversation.
CSO_Asmodeius says:
::Turns and heads for his office with the device to run more test in a secured area::
OPS_B`lee says:
::returns to his station, wonders if this could be all one other kind of fantasy ... like he's still in the holodeck experiencing a simulation of some sci-fi based future::
Host Fuller says:
CSO: Um.. well ::looks flustered::.
XO_Cook says:
CTO: I understand the physical effects of the device, I am conserned with the mental effects of what this thing can do.
FCO_Shania says:
OPS: You have the bridge ::leaves::
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: sir, the papers on this PADD say that SFC have already declared it safe
OPS_B`lee says:
::watches Shania leave:: FCO: Aye sir...
CTO_Bost`k says:
CO: if not, i'd have never let the CSO touch it
TO_MacAllister says:
:: checks the readings on his console and notes that they are the same as when it dissapeared::
XO_Cook (~Jozan@actdnet-2DEA9E97.dsl.tulsok.swbell.net) has left the conversation.
CTO_Bost`k says:
*TO*: i want a report from our tac teams on the SE as soon as possible
Host CO_O`Guinn says:
::taps his comm badge:: *OPS*: Mr B'lee could you ask the engineers if they are finished with the yacht?
TO_MacAllister says:
:: runs a full diagnostic of his console::
OPS_B`lee says:
::heading for the Captain's chair:: *CO*: They've just indicated they've completed their work, Captain.
XO_Cook (~XO_Cook@actdnet-2DEA9E97.dsl.tulsok.swbell.net) has joined the conversation.
TO_MacAllister says:
*CTO*: Aye sir, I'll get them now.
Host Fuller says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission Simple Entertainment>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CSO_Asmodeius (~CSO_Asmod@actdnet-10367D2A.bois.uswest.net) has left the conversation.

